The present work summarizes an approach to model mixed-mode 3D fatigue crack growth using the Virtual Crack Closure Technique (VCCT) without requiring remeshing. It is demonstrated that the proposed approach can be used to simulate crack shapes that do not conform to the underlying mesh. The proposed approach relies solely on Paris Law characterization data to model delamination growth. Growth is determined as a post-processing step at the end of each increment, and hence no convergence issues associated with the progressive nodal release are encountered. This approach can be readily applied using standard solid element formulations and is implemented via an interface user element in Abaqus/Standard.
I. Introduction
elamination is one of the most common and critical failure modes in composites. Within the Finite Element Method framework, Virtual Crack Closure Technique (VCCT) (e.g., [1] [2] [3] [4] ) and Cohesive Zone (CZ) approaches (e.g., [5, 6] ) have become the most accepted techniques for simulating delamination propagation in composites, and have reached sufficient maturity to be available in several commercial simulation software packages. Modeling crack growth in an automated fashion, based on the energy release rates computed using VCCT, requires a separate strategy. One such strategy consists in, at each growth increment, updating the mesh near the crack front such that it conforms to the crack shape as it evolves. This method typically renders very accurate results [7, 8] . However, in fatigue, the main challenges in using this method arise from the difficulties in updating the mesh in cases involving multiple delaminations developing at the same interface or the modeling of overlapping delaminations at immediately adjacent interfaces.
Another strategy can be found in literature [9] [10] [11] in which delamination is propagated without updating the mesh by releasing penalty stiffnesses associated with each element or node. However, as a result of this procedure, the shape of the crack front is forced to conform to the underlying mesh, leading to the development of artificial local stress concentrations which affect the accuracy of the energy release rate calculations. Recognizing this limitation, particularly for cracks that develop with an arbitrary shape, several methods have been proposed to alleviate the artificial local stress concentrations and their effect on the energy release rate calculation. These methods typically focus on the use of correction factors applied to the energy release rate VCCT expression [9] [10] [11] . These correction factors are not always trivial to determine and implement, particularly for multiple interacting delaminations, and do not eliminate the effect of the artificial stress concentrations completely.
An alternative approach [12] was proposed in which intermediate crack positions, that do not conform to the mesh, are accommodated by allowing the nodes to be released progressively. The approach was implemented via an interface element [12, 13] and applied to the simulation of delamination growth in 2D. A similar approach has been implemented in Abaqus/Standard [14] and can be applied to simulate delamination growth in 3D, but is presently limited to quasi-static applications.
The present work gives rigor to the synchronized mixed mode nodal release based on fracture mechanics principles, extending and formalizing the methodology proposed in [12] to enable modelling of mixed-mode fatigue delamination growth in 3D. 
II. Formulation
In the present section, details of the proposed formulation are provided, including the procedures used to determine the energy release rates, the crack growth increment, and the progressive nodal release. In addition, details on an optional smoothing algorithm and on the overall implementation are provided.
A. Virtual Crack Closure Technique
For each node at the crack front, see Fig. 1 , the energy release rates are calculated using the classic VCCT expressions:
where designates the forces obtained at node along the directions , , and is the displacement jump computed at an adjacent node :
where and are the displacement computed at the top and bottom surface of the interface at the nodal position . The area is defined by: (3) where and are defined as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The total energy release rate can be obtained by:
The energy release rate determination is automated by calculating Eq. (4) for all adjacent node pairs that have been completely released. Finally, the maximum energy release rate associated with node pair is obtained by determining the maximum of the energy release rates computed using the displacement jump determined at each of the four immediately adjacent nodes, to 3:
In the case illustrated in Fig. 1 , only node will have a nonzero displacement jump since nodes 1, 2 and 3 are not at the crack wake, therefore , . Note however, that in a general case, the displacement jumps at nodes 1, 2 and 3 may not be zero. 
B. Progressive Release
Based on a given material model, assume the crack grows past the node position to some intermediate position. In order to represent that propagation, a kinematic constraint is inserted between the top and bottom surface nodes at the nodal position , which can be thought of as springs connecting their degrees of freedom. The stiffness of these springs is decreased as required, progressively releasing the top and bottom surface nodes at the nodal position . This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2Fig. 2 . Here, the progressive nodal release is intended to represent intermediate crack positions between node pairs, and it is not a material constitutive response as in cohesive element formulations. This progressive release procedure results in a region across the crack front, where nodes may be at an intermediate stage of release, held by springs with different stiffnesses. While this region is akin to a process zone obtained in cohesive element formulations, the length of this process zone will not exceed the distance between node pairs. Consider a pure mode I loading, i.e., . Assume that the energy release rate is such that the crack starts to grow, and designate that energy release rate given by:
For a linear elastic case, assuming self-similar conditions as the crack propagates, the force is assumed to linearly decrease: 
where ∆ represents an intermediate crack position and ∈ 0,1 is defined as ∆ , such that if 1 the node is completely released, and force at the node pair reduces to zero. Using the same assumptions, a similar relationship to Equation 7 can be written for the displacement jump:
where is the displacement jump at node position , which will equal when the node pair is completely released. Alternatively, the relationships given in (7) and (8) can be combined and written as: (9) where and . For a given value , Eq. (9) can also be written as:
and hence the stiffness of the spring between node pair and can be expressed as:
Equations (9) and (10) are represented graphically in Fig. 3Fig . 3 for a partially released case, i.e., 0.
Fig. 3 Progressive release relationship between force and displacement jump, Eqs. (9) and (10).
Furthermore, Eq. (10) can be generally written for all degrees of freedom as:
where:
Typically, delaminations grow under generic mixed-mode conditions. Assuming that the crack starts to grow past nodal position with and calculated using VCCT:
Mode III is ignored for simplicity, but can be considered in a similar fashion. Assuming self-similar growth, the relationship between force and displacement jump as the crack grows past a given node pair, Eqs (9) and (10) can be written for both and directions and illustrated in Fig. 4Fig . 4a and 4b. Note that these relationships are different for and directions. Assume that conditions change during the progressive release, and the new , are different from the initial , that lead to a finite amount of growth. This can occur as the crack propagates in a non-self-similar fashion. Alternatively, it can also occur as a result of unloading after some initial release, and re-loading with different loading conditions. Despite the different loading conditions, if no growth occurs during unloading and re-loading according to the fracture criterion/growth law assumed, the spring stiffnesses, and should be identical and equal to :
where the superscripts ( ) and ( ) designate variables associated with unloading ( ) and re-loading ( ).
In addition, since no growth occurs, also:
Recalling Eq. 12, Eqs. 17 and 18 are satisfied if: (19) and thus is considered constant during the progressive release. Using similar arguments, and are also considered constant during the progressive release. This guarantees that no crack growth/healing occurs as a result of variation of loading conditions alone, without a fracture criterion or growth law being met. Using this condition, and Eqs (7), (8) and (10) in Eq. (15), , , and are determinable for a partially released node:
and re-assess fracture criterion or growth law. As a result, if the loading conditions change, the unloading curves described by Eq. 20 may shift, since and may vary, but the slopes remain constant as illustrated in Fig. 4Fig . 4 
(c) and (d).
(a) Mode I progressive release curve (z-direction). Unloading and re-loading should follow the same slope.
(b) Mode II progressive release curve (x-direction).
Unloading and re-loading should follow the same slope. In the present implementation, an initial high-penalty stiffness, , was assumed between node pairs that have not yet released. Considering the penalty stiffness does not affect the previous arguments, but leads to modified expressions for energy release rate and progressive release. These expressions are given below for mode I and direction and are equivalent for other mode-mixities and loading directions: 
in which:
where , and:
and:
Finally, the energy release rate for nodes that have started their partial release, and hence 0, can be determined by:
C. Fatigue crack growth law
In fatigue, crack growth is assumed to be well characterized by an exponential growth law, e.g., Paris Law, of the type: (26) where and are determined experimentally. Note that and can also be a function of other variables including mode mixity. For the nodes at the crack front that have not started to be released, Eq. (26) can be evaluated by replacing by the computed energy release rate using VCCT:
Having determined , it is possible to determine approximately how many cycles are needed to propagate the crack by a fraction 0 1 of the element length, see Fig. 5a . Here. the element length is determined along the node pair , correspondent to , Fig. 1Fig . 1:
It is possible to determine the total number of cycles needed to propagate the crack to the next nodal position using:
and represents the accumulated crack growth. Subsequently, for each node at the crack front, is determined:
,
where is the minimum number of cycles needed to either propagate the crack by the set increment or to grow it to the next nodal position. Afterwards, the minimum of all determined for each node along the crack front is computed:
In this increment, all nodes at the crack front are fatigued by cycles. This assumption ensures that the set crack increment is not exceeded anywhere in the model, and that the crack does not accumulate beyond such that at any time 1. Knowing , the increment in can be computed by:
and the updated can be computed as:
A node is considered to fail when:
The tolerance provides a measure of the accumulation of crack growth required before a node is completely released, enabling the per-increment release of multiple nodes along the front (all the nodes meeting Eq. (35)), accelerating the analysis, see Fig. 5a . 
D. Equilibrium equations
Consider the equilibrium of a generic linear elastic solid subject to external forces, , with internal stresses, , in which partially released springs, , are included to represent intermediate crack positions:
Using the principal of virtual work, and recalling Eq. 13:
where , , . Following the procedure outlined in the previous section, is updated at the end of each converged increment leading to an explicit crack propagation. In this case, Eq. (37) is linear and solvable. The explicit crack propagation option leads to a linear system of equations with no convergence difficulties. However, it may require the use of a crack front smoothing strategy. Alternatively, letting be determined within each increment results in an implicit crack propagation. The implicit crack propagation may alleviate the requirement for a crack front smoothing algorithm. However, since will also be a function of , this leads to a nonlinear system of equations and convergence challenges. A comparison between these two algorithms is out of the scope of the present work.
E. Crack front smoothing
In the present approach, the virtual crack front can be found by adding the value of the accumulated crack growth, , to the nodal coordinates, see Fig. 5Fig . 5. Under certain conditions, small perturbations in energy release rate may lead to local crack distortion that amplifies as the crack grows, ultimately leading to an incorrect crack front shape. Mesh refinement, the use of small release tolerances, and crack increments may attenuate this effect at the expense of an increase in computational time. In the present work, a smoothing step is implemented to address this issue. Several techniques can be used, such as a polynomial fit to the crack front [16] . In the proposed approach, Gaussian averaging [17] is performed such that each crack position is averaged based on a Gaussian distribution where is the standard deviation of the assumed Gaussian curve. The nodes used to obtain an average position for are selected within a 3 , 3 distance interval centered in . After smoothing, is recomputed (Fig. 5b) , and is determined, see previous section. To facilitate the implementation and assessment of the algorithm, only the coordinate along the specimen length is smoothed.
F. Implementation
The method is implemented via an 8 noded user element. The element is placed between 3D native Abaqus elements along the delamination plane, and is used to model delamination growth by changing the value of the stiffness prescribed between node pairs as outlined in the previous section. The present algorithm assumes that the growth rate is written in the form shown in Eq. (26). Other forms for the growth rate as a function of energy release rate may require modifications to the algorithm, including additional finite element analysis. As mentioned previously, the present algorithm is event-based, where an event is defined as a growth increment and or a node being completely released. Although event-based algorithm was chosen for illustrative purposes, other algorithms, such as cycle-based, could also be explored using the same overall methodology.
The solution is obtained as follows:  Step (1) An implicit finite element analysis is performed, and nodal forces and displacements are obtained for all nodes at the crack front Eq. (37). The energy release rates are determined using Eq. (5) for nodes at the crack front that have not started to release yet or Eq. (20) for nodes that have been partially released.  Step (2) Knowing the energy release rate at each node, the growth rate can be determined, Eq. (27)  Step (3) The cycle increment, , is computed, Eq. (32)  Step (4) The incremental crack growth for each node at the front, is computed using Eq. (33) and accumulated via Eq. (34), obtaining an updated . As an option, smoothing can be performed between Step 4 and Step 5, resulting in an adjusted accumulated crack growth. 
Step (5) is set to 1 for all nodes at the crack front for which Eq. (35) is satisfied. 
Step (6) The total cycle count is updated, , and the procedure is repeated.
III. Results
Models of the Double Cantilever Beam (DCB), Mixed Mode Bending (MMB), and End Notch Flexure (ENF) tests were developed and shown in Fig. 6 . These models were used to verify the approach proposed, for mode mixities ranging from pure Mode I to pure Mode II. Dimensions, mesh refinement, boundary conditions, and material properties were based on those used in the benchmark solutions in [18] [19] [20] , so that the accuracy of this approach could be compared to the benchmarks. The material properties are summarized in Tables I to IV. The present section provides an assessment of the sensitivity of the energy release rate calculation, its mesh independency, and overall crack shape development towards the various solution parameters. Subsequently, the accuracy of the approach was evaluated by comparing the results obtained for crack growth as a function of number of cycles to the benchmark results given in [18] [19] [20] for the DCB, MMB and ENF cases. A. Crack shape Fig. 7Fig. 7 shows the planar view of the crack front obtained in a DCB model after a few increments of growth. The thumbnail shape obtained was characteristic of DCB specimens [15] . Note that the crack was initially straight, as highlighted in Fig. 7Fig. 7 . The gridlines correspond to element boundaries. It is evident from Fig.  7Fig . 7 that the procedure proposed was capable of accommodating a crack front which does not conform to the underlying mesh, developing in a mesh-independent fashion. Indeed, the crack was seen to traverse multiple element boundaries without any visible effect on its smoothness or shape. 
B. Sensitivity Study
In the present section, the energy release rate calculation and the simulated crack shape were assessed as a function of mesh size, crack growth increment , release tolerance , and smoothing. In Fig. 8 , the crack front shape and energy release rate along the crack front of a DCB specimen are illustrated. Both energy release rate distribution and crack front shape were obtained for the increment correspondent to a maximum crack length of max 35.5 mm. Progressively finer meshes, with element sizes correspondent to 1.0, 0.5, 0.25 mm, were used, see Fig. 6a . All meshes used captured the typical thumbnail shape observed in DCB specimens. However, progressively finer meshes generally led to a smoother crack front, and more pronounced thumbnail shapes, (Fig. 8a) , with a smoother energy release rate along the crack front, (Fig. 8b) . In Fig. 9 , the effect of the crack increment on both crack shape and energy release rate along the crack front was Initial crack shape Crack grows into a thumbnail shape assessed by varying , while keeping mesh refinement and release tolerance constant. It was apparent from Fig.  9 that decreasing the crack increment leaded to a slightly smoother crack shape (Fig. 9a) , and energy release rate distribution along the width, (Fig. 9b ). Note that a broad range of crack increments were used, from 0.125 (requiring 430 increments) to a maximum 1.0 (requiring 370 increments to propagate a crack 10 mm), without significantly compromising the solution. . Therefore, after a small number of growth increments, the overall crack advancement becomes dominated by the release tolerance requirement of Eq. 35. In Fig. 10 , a similar assessment was performed regarding the release tolerance . A release tolerance of 0.1 seems to compromise the smoothness of the crack front obtained, (Fig. 10a) , and the energy release rate distribution, Fig. 10b . Decreasing leads to progressively smoother crack front shapes and energy release rate distributions at the expense of additional crack increments; while 0.1 required 150 increments, 0.02 required 350 increments for 10 mm of crack propagation.
(a) crack front shape (b) energy release rate Fig. 8 Effect of mesh refinement on crack front shape and energy release rate distribution along the crack front, for a crack in a DCB specimen that propagated from . to .
. Results obtained with . , . and mm.
(a) crack front shape (b) energy release rate Fig. 9 Effect of growth increment on crack front shape and energy release rate distribution along the crack front, for a crack in a DCB specimen that propagated from . to .
. Results obtained with . and . . For the DCB case, Gaussian smoothing was not required to obtain a smooth crack front shape, Figs. 8 to 10. For the MMB and ENF cases, depending on the mesh size used and the element aspect ratio (in-plane), small perturbations of the crack front shape could interact and diverge, leading to a crack front with a non-realistic zigzag shape. This is illustrated in Fig. 11Fig . 11 where jagged crack front shapes, obtained at two different increments in an MMB specimen, with mode-mixity 0.8 are plotted. This behavior was attenuated with an increase in mesh refinement, as can be seen by comparing the crack front shape obtained with elsize = 0.25 mm and elsize = 0.125 mm in Fig. 11Fig. 11 . Alternatively, the crack front labeled 'Smoothed' in Fig. 11Fig . 11 indicates that a small degree of Gaussian smoothing was sufficient to eliminate the jagged crack front, even for the coarser mesh elsize = 0.25 mm, while capturing the overall crack front shape. 
C. Verification
In this section, results obtained from DCB (Mode I), MMB (Mixed Mode I/II) and ENF (Mode II) models are presented and compared to 2D benchmark results [18] [19] [20] . For all cases, the solution parameters were kept constant, including: mesh size 0.5 mm, 0.25 mm; the crack growth increment ratio 0.25; the release tolerance 0.01; and smoothing . All cases approximate well the benchmark solution, as shown in Fig. 12 . The figures also include a representative steady state crack shape for each of the models, as determined by the simulations. Small discrepancies observed were attributed to the 3D models used in this study versus the assumed plane strain conditions and straight crack front of the benchmarks. Overall, the results presented demonstrate that the approach proposed was successfully used to model the fatigue growth of crack shapes that do not conform to the underlying mesh. Mesh refinement, maximum crack growth increment , and release tolerance all affect the solution. However, they show a convergent behavior, i.e., decreasing these parameters leads to smoother crack shapes and energy release rate distributions along the crack front. The smoothing procedure was shown to be particularly useful in the ENF specimen and demonstrated the ability to efficiently address the zigzag crack front observed in those specimens without requiring additional mesh refinement.
IV. Summary
A novel approach was proposed that combines progressive nodal release with VCCT to model fatigue crack growth in a mesh-independent fashion. By performing the progressive nodal release, crack shapes that do not conform to the underlying mesh could be readily modeled. Sensitivity studies demonstrated that the method proposed enables the accurate calculation of intermediate energy release rates, and shows an overall convergent behavior. The approach was demonstrated using DCB, MMB and ENF models, which produced accurate results compared to benchmark solutions for mode mixities ranging from 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. As proposed, this approach can be used with any functional form of energy release rate to characterize delamination growth rate. Additionally, since growth is determined as a post-processing step at the end of each increment, it shows no convergence issues associated with the progressive nodal release. 
